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Other Voices: Will the tech boom feed the commodity cycle?... [more]Reprinted with the permission of the author, Tim Pickering, founder and CIO of Canada-based quantitative investment manager Auspice Capital Advisors Ltd.

Like many things within financial markets, the link between commodities and the overall economy and global stock markets is a bit o
Other Voices: A tale of two regulators: The SEC and FCA address AI regulation for private funds... [more]By global law firm Proskauer Rose LLP.   


2023's excitement for generative artificial intelligence (AI) prompted the SEC to respond on multiple fronts - stump speeches, rulemaking, new exam priorities and sweeps and previewing potential enforcement actions. SEC Chair Gary Gensler
IMF warns of 'fragilities' in rapidly growing $2.1tn private credit market... [more]Laxman Pai, Opalesque Asia: The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has raised concerns about the rapidly expanding private credit market, now valued at $2.1 trillion.
"The private credit market, in which specialized non-bank financial institutions such as investment funds lend to corporate borr
Cliff Asness's list of cognitive dissonance instances... [more]B. G., Opalesque Geneva: On the 1st of April, Cliff Asness, managing and founding principal of AQR, published an interesting list of 13 set
Broad Reach hedge fund goes all in on treble of risky frontiers, Glenview continues to surge, Bridgewater, Rokos lead hedge fund gains in first quarter... [more]Broad Reach hedge fund goes all in on treble of risky frontiers 
From Bloomberg: Broad Reach Investment Management, a London-based emerging-markets macro hedge fund, is beating peers by putting all of its cash allocation for frontier markets into recovery stories in Egypt, Nigeria and Pak
Hedge funds increasingly hopeful on economic prospects... [more]From Portfolio Adviser: Hedge fund managers started 2024 with the highest level of confidence in their firm's economic prospects on record at the Q1 stage of the year, according to the latest Hedge Fund Confidence Index from the Alternative Investment Management Association (AIMA).
The quarterly
Blackstone-backed hedge fund Antara freezes illiquid assets... [more]From Bloomberg: Antara Capital, a $1.3 billion hedge fund backed by Blackstone Inc., froze its hard-to-sell assets from redemptions after piling on losses.
Money plowed into illiquid private investments has been withheld from redemptions and was placed in a so-called side pocket in February, aft
New Launches: Aon and Irish Life IM launch $543m climate transition fund, French alts platform launches Eltif 2.0 private equity fund... [more]Aon and Irish Life IM launch $543m climate transition fund
From Funds Europe: An equity fund focused on climate transition has been launched in Ireland by two pension providers. Broker and professional services firm has partnered with life insurer and pension provider Irish Life Investmen
Global oil market likely to be 'extremely tight', says Citadel... [more]From FT: Oil markets are set to become "extremely tight" in the second half of this year, according to hedge fund giant Citadel, as Opec+'s control of the market allows it to keep prices high.
Sebastian Barrack, the firm's head of commodities, told the FT's Commodities Summit in Lausanne on Mond
Institutional Investors:  Japan's GPIF and APG partner up for infrastructure investments, Institutional investors pile in to private credit market, Swedish pension fund Alecta's $3.2bn woes need more than a pledge to 'do better', New York State pension commits $550m in February... [more]Japan's GPIF and APG partner up for infrastructure investments 
From Asian Investor: Japan's Government Pension Investment Fund (GPIF) and Dutch pension fund APG Asset Management are joining forces to invest in strategic infrastructure assets in developed overseas markets. 
Japan's Go
SPACs: AI firm is best performing ex-SPAC, surging past Trump Media, 3 firms build $2.3bn hospitality biz SPAC merger, Philippine DoubleDragon's Hotel101 merges with SPAC, listing on Nasdaq... [more]AI firm is best performing ex-SPAC, surging past Trump Media
From Bloomberg: Vertiv Holdings Co. has captured the title of the best-performing company to go public in a blank-check deal, building a more than $30 billion market value on excitement surrounding artificial intelligence, and t
Crypto: Crypto survey shows less consumer scepticism, but a third expect bitcoin price fall, Bitcoin's nearest rival Ether sustains surge on US ETF speculation, Crypto market cap to double to $5tn by year-end: Ripple CEO... [more]Crypto survey shows less consumer scepticism, but a third expect bitcoin price fall
From Reuters: Consumers are becoming slightly less sceptical about bitcoin, a Deutsche Bank survey published on Monday showed, although just under a third of those questioned still expect its price to drop
Commodity: Commodity traders rake in billions in second blockbuster year, Gold hits new high as central banks ramp up purchases... [more]Commodity traders rake in billions in second blockbuster year
From Bloomberg: The world's largest commodity traders raked in blockbuster profits for a second consecutive year in 2023, as the aftershocks of Russia's invasion of Ukraine continued to create opportunities for physical merchan
Currency: Swiss Franc set for rebound as hedge funds shift to long bets... [more]From Bloomberg: Hedge funds are creeping back into the Swiss franc after weeks betting against it, setting the currency up for a short-term rebound. 
Leveraged investors, who had been short on the franc since late January, turned long last week, according to CFTC data. It's a big change from a m
Asia: China's Hillhouse logs hefty decline in hedge fund assets in 2023, Wealth management's rising star in Asia has tricky task at UBS... [more]China's Hillhouse logs hefty decline in hedge fund assets in 2023
From Reuters: Billionaire Zhang Lei's Hillhouse Investment saw its hedge fund assets plummet by a third last year to $27.5 billion, a U.S. regulatory filing showed.
Hillhouse, a global alternative investment firm founde
PE/VC: Private equity's latest trick is to buy and hold, U.S. private equity sees hope for exits, After Bitcoin surge, crypto VC creeps toward a comeback... [more]UBP produce new paper on the resilience of private debt 
The contraction in bank lending over the last few years has turned both large and especially smaller borrowers to the private debt markets. This change in the supply of bank credit has significantly increased the demand for private 
Study: Alternative fund managers are losing investment mandates due to compliance issues, Here's the reason outsourced investment management looks different in Asia than in the West... [more]Alternative fund managers are losing investment mandates due to compliance issues
Opalesque Industry Update - New research from Ocorian and Newgate Compliance, market players in regulation and compliance services for funds, corporates, capital markets and private clients shows alternative
ESG: Asset owner project for SDGs expands to private markets, EU sustainable finance advisers unveil capital flows monitoring proposal, Two-thirds of 'sustainable' passive funds are supporting fossil fuel expansion, ESG reporting witnesses increase in global variance... [more]Asset owner project for SDGs expands to private markets
From IPE: A body set up to help asset owners invest in the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) has expanded its work to private markets.
Founded in 2020 by APG, AustralianSuper, British Columbia Investment Management Corporat
Legal: Hedge fund's debt note fraud claims against PDVSA are dismissed, New legal fight for elite hedge fund NWQ as creditors pursue winding up bids... [more]Hedge fund's debt note fraud claims against PDVSA are dismissed
From Bloomberg: Hedge fund VR Global Partners LP failed to sufficiently allege Venezuela's state-owned gas company and related entities engaged in a scheme to defraud investors in Petroleos de Venezuela SA debt notes, a feder
News Briefs: Meet the private equity sector's ESG leaders... [more]From PE News: Private Equity News has published its second annual roundup of senior people working in ESG roles in the industry. 
While it has been a mixed year for the sustainability agenda, with a growing divide between fund managers in the US and Europe on tackling the climate crisis, many PE
And, finally:   Democracy in Action... [more]From NBC-5: As the November presidential election looms, with incumbent Joe Biden, 81, and former President Donald Trump, 77, squaring off again, some American voters would like to see literally anybody else on the ballot -- and Literally Anybody Else, of North Richland Hills, Texas, wants to give t
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Equity market neutral, L/S and quant strategies find most investor interest
Matthias Knab, Opalesque for New Managers: The hedge fund industry is dynamic, comprising numerous strategies that attract varying degrees of interest over time. Various factors, such as capital marke...» Full Story
Opalesque Roundup: Fundamental equities long/short hedge funds up 6.28% in Q1: hedge fund news
In the week ending April 05th 2024, a Goldman Sachs' prime brokerage report that tracks hedge funds globally revealed that hedge funds capped the first quarter with gains across different strategi...» Full Story
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 A tale of two regulators: The SEC and FCA address AI regulation for private funds
[image: ]By global law firm Proskauer Rose LLP.   


2023's excitement for generative artificial intelligence (AI) prompted the SEC to respond on multiple fronts - stump speeches, rulemaking, new exam priorities and sweeps and previewing potential enforcement actions. SEC Chair Gary Gensler raised concer.. » Full Story
 Will the tech boom feed the commodity cycle?
[image: ]Reprinted with the permission of the author, Tim Pickering, founder and CIO of Canada-based quantitative investment manager Auspice Capital Advisors Ltd.

Like many things within financial markets, the link between commodities and the overall economy and global stock markets is a bit of a mystery. 
.. » Full Story
	All news from the past 24hrs » 
	One month free trial subscription »
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Alternative fund managers are losing investment mandates due to compliance issues 
Opalesque Industry Update - New research from Ocorian and Newgate Compliance, market players in regulation and compliance
services for funds, corporates, capital markets and private clients shows alte...
» Full Story
IMF warns of 'fragilities' in rapidly growing $2.1tn private credit market 
Laxman Pai, Opalesque Asia: The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has raised concerns about the rapidly expanding private credit market, now valued at $2.1 trillion.
"The private credit market, in whi...
» Full Story
Cliff Asness's list of cognitive dissonance instances 
[image: ]B. G., Opalesque Geneva: On the 1st of April, Cliff Asness, managing and founding principal of AQR, published an interesting ...
» Full Story
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	 New Managers


 Editorial
Dear Opalesque Reader,

Welcome to the March issue of New Managers! 


In Bulletin, we have an update on the family office environment in Singapore which continues to expand.

In Profiles, we cover th...» Full Story

	 All stories » 
	 Get updates by RSS »




	 





				

				
						
			
			
			
			
			
Latest Video

[image: Opalesque TV] 
[image: david-nazar-Ironshield-capital]Featuring: Ironshield Capital and David Nazar: How to build one of the longest, most successful track records in credit

Founded in 2007, London-based Ironshield Capital Management has one of the longest and most successful track records in credit investing, delivering equity-like returns whilst limiting drawdowns. The team is one of the most experi...» Watch the video 
	 More Videos  » 
	Subscribe to Video Feed »
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 New A&D fund to target needs for military innovation
[image: ]B. G., Opalesque Geneva for New Managers: 
The global military apparatus is transforming before our very eyes by using technology trends including artificial intelligence (AI), robotics, and the Internet of Things (IoT). For example, US-based start-up Hermeus is building a hypersonic jet that can tr.. » Full Story
	All stories » 
	One month free trial subscription »
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[image: Round Table - The Bahamas]
Securities Commission puts Bahamas at the forefront of global digital asset regulation
On July 10th, 1973, The Bahamas achieved a historic milestone by transitioning from a 300-year-long colony to an Independent Nation. As the country commemorates its 50th anniversary of independence, this Roundtable conversation starts with an examination of the factors that have elevated it to the forefront as an international financial center.
"Already back in 1936, The Bahamas was at the forefront of private wealth management, although we didn't use that exact term," says ...
» Download Current Issue (The Bahamas)
	Round Table Archives » 
	Subscribe for Free »
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The Fraud Issue

Criminals continue to fleece high net-worth individuals and family offices through sophisticated scams that involve elaborate presentations, fake companies and websites, and fraudulent documents that appear credible.

We've documented three cases that describe the highly sophisticated, complex structures and cunningly designed processes which ultimately lead to straightforward investment fraud. This has
» Download Current Issue 
	Horizons Archives » 
	Subscribe for Free »
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Opalesque has been publishing Technical Research (chart analysis) since April 2006. Opalesque Technical Research offers technical chart analysis with a global perspective on all major markets, including Equity Indices, Fixed Income, Currencies, and Commodities.

Opalesque Technical Research is unique compared to most available research which is fundamental in nature, and not technically (chart) oriented. In addition, most current available research is mainly equity based, and not global in nature. 


» Current Issue

	To view this chart and receive our Technical Research as PDF please subscribe here
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  »This week  »   This month »  Next month »All Events
	Catalyst Cap Intro: Alternative Investing Funds – Summer, New York
 »  Mon, 17 Jun 2024The Catalyst Cap Intro ‘Alternative Investing Funds’ is a cross-strategies alt assets event...

	Catalyst Cap Intro: Alternative Investing Funds - Fall, New York
 »  Mon, 16 Sep 2024The Catalyst Cap Intro ‘Alternative Investing Funds’ is a cross-strategies alt assets event...



	Display All Events » 
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